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Intrinsic fluorescence spectroscopy of glutamate dehydrogenase: Integrated behavior
and deconvolution analysis

P. P. Pompa, R. Cingolani, and R. Rinaldi
National Nanotechnology Laboratories of INFM, Biomolecular Electronics Division, Department of Innovation Engineering,

University of Lecce, Via per Arnesano 73100 Lecce, Italy
~Received 5 March 2003; published 18 July 2003!

In this paper, we present a deconvolution method aimed at spectrally resolving the broad fluorescence
spectra of proteins, namely, of the enzyme bovine liver glutamate dehydrogenase~GDH!. The analytical
procedure is based on the deconvolution of the emission spectra into three distinct Gaussian fluorescing bands
Gj . The relative changes of theGj parameters are directly related to the conformational changes of the
enzyme, and provide interesting information about the fluorescence dynamics of the individual emitting con-
tributions. Our deconvolution method results in an excellent fitting of all the spectra obtained with GDH in a
number of experimental conditions~various conformational states of the protein! and describes very well the
dynamics of a variety of phenomena, such as the dependence of hexamers association on protein concentration,
the dynamics of thermal denaturation, and the interaction process between the enzyme and external quenchers.
The investigation was carried out by means of different optical experiments, i.e., native enzyme fluorescence,
thermal-induced unfolding, and fluorescence quenching studies, utilizing both the analysis of the ‘‘average’’
behavior of the enzyme and the proposed deconvolution approach.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.011907 PACS number~s!: 87.64.Ni, 36.20.2r, 87.14.Ee
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I. INTRODUCTION

Intrinsic fluorescence spectroscopy is widely used to
vestigate the structural features and the behavior of prote
The aromatic amino-acid tryptophan~Trp! provides an intrin-
sic fluorescent probe for protein conformation, dynami
and intermolecular interactions. The emission spectrum is
important indicator of the integrity of the protein globul
fold, as the fluorescence parameters of tryptophan resid
are highly sensitive to the microenvironment of fluoropho
in protein structures@1–6#. For this reason, photolumines
cence has been extensively used to study a significant r
of physicochemical properties of protein molecules@4,7#.

Nevertheless, almost all proteins are characterized by
tureless and broad emission spectra, generally originate
the 1La transition@3#, which limits substantially the informa
tion achievable from the analysis of integrated fluoresce
spectra~which may consist of more than one componen!.
For these reasons, different analytical approaches have
proposed in the past, aimed at spectrally resolving the br
luminescence arising from the heterogeneously emitting
residues, with particular efforts devoted to the determinat
of well defined discrete classes of tryptophans emitting
different wavelengths@5,8–10#. In the excellent works of
Burstein and co-workers, the problem of the multicompon
nature of protein spectra was faced by a method based o
decomposition of tryptophan fluorescence into elemen
components. In particular, the experimental spectra were
terpreted as the convolution of log-normal functions~up to
three terms!. Each log-normal function was associated to t
emission band of the single tryptophan residue in prote
such a technique leads to the development of a model b
on five statistically most probable fluorescing classes of T

This analytical method well describes the experimen
spectra of a large number of proteins in various structu
1063-651X/2003/68~1!/011907~9!/$20.00 68 0119
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states@5#. However, it is interesting to observe that this a
proach has some limitations in deconvolving the protein
minescence in the case of ‘‘red’’ spectra: native proteins w
a red emission (lmax.342– 344 nm) or denatured protein
characterized by a large red shift (lmax;350 nm!. In this
situation, in fact, the decomposition into elementary com
nents is obtained by using a number of fluorescing clas
which is always lower than the Trps actually present in
proteins, owing to the fact that the same deconvolution p
cedure by means of more components~i.e., three functions!,
with a good fit quality, does necessarily result in a Trp cla
with a wavelength of emission maximum quite higher th
360 nm. Such a finding is not easy to understand, altho
someone might observe that the physical behavior of a
residue in a protein~in the native or in a completely unfolde
state! cannot be strictly related to that of a single and isola
Trp molecule, as theinternal Stark effect responsible for th
shifts of lmax is due to the electric field imposed by th
solvent but also by the protein@3,6#. Nevertheless, in the
paper of Reshetnyak and Burstein@5# there are some signifi
cant cases in which an adequate deconvolution of red spe
is difficult; some examples present in that study are~we uti-
lize the same abbreviations reported there! for native pro-
teins, CDS—five Trps-deconvolved by one compone
~comp.!; PLC—9 Trps-one or two comp.; BPN—3 Trps-on
comp; and, for denatured, ACR.F.UR—4 Trps-one com
ACM.UR—24 Trps-two comp.; CHG.UR—8 Trps-on
comp.; MSS.UR—20 Trps-two comp.; PAO.GDN—3 Trp
one comp.; VIN.UR—10 Trps-two comp. Hence, since t
deconvolved components should directly represent the
classes in the proteins, such a limitation seems to be relev
In addition, all the one-component deconvolutions do n
represent a method of deeper investigation of protein dyn
ics, as they are completely equivalent to the analysis of
integrated behavior. Therefore, this approach represent
outstanding strategy for the determination of discrete em
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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ting classes of Trp, but has to be improved to overcome s
restrictions to analyze unfolding processes, the structural
tures of denaturated protein, and intermolecular interactio

In this paper, we present an alternative method to sp
trally resolve protein fluorescence spectra, which seem
describe very well either red native proteins, and the co
plex molecular dynamics involved in the thermal-
chemical-induced protein unfolding and in the quench
processes. Here, our deconvolution method is applied to
enzyme bovine liver glutamate dehydrogenase~GDH!,
which seems to be appropriate for such a test. The G
contains all three aromatic amino acids@11# but its fluores-
cence is dominated by the contribution of the tryptoph
residues@12#. However, since GDH contains three Trp p
subunit, the analysis of the integrated photoluminesce
spectra is not very easy.

The analytical procedure proposed here is based on
deconvolution of the broad emission spectra of GDH,
various structural states, by means of three Gaussians (G1 ,
G2 , and G3), representing the distinct contributions of th
individual fluorescing species. The so-defined emitting ba
are not rigorously identified with the different tryptopha
residues actually present in the proteins, i.e., our fluores
bands are not real Trp classes, as in the method previo
discussed. Nevertheless, according to the photophysical c
acteristics of Trp, such bands are somewhat related to
fluorescing species randomly distributed in the polar or n
polar microenvironment, thus accounting for the emiss
from different regions of the protein. Therefore, we ident
the three different contributions as themost inner(G1), in-
ner (G2), and external (G3) bands, in relationship to the
spectral regions characterizing their wavelengths of emis
maximumlmax j . The relative changes of theGj parameters
are obviously correlated to the conformational changes of
enzyme, thus adding further information about the fluor
cence dynamics of the individual emitting contributions
that available from the study of the integrated fluoresce
spectrum.

In the deconvolution process, we do not seta priori any
kind of restrictions to the determination of the emitting ban
Gj and, in particular, no constrains are preliminary fixed
the spectral position of the three maxima (lmax j). The de-
composition into elementary components was only aime
optimizing the fitting quality of the various experiment
spectra, describing a specific structural state of the prot
according to the criterion ofx2 minimization. In some cases
such a choice may lead to the fact that the wavelength of
emission maximum of the external band (lmax 3) is much
longer than the expected Trp fluorescence maximum in aq
ous solution~352–354 nm!. The deconvolution method pro
posed here provides an excellent fitting of all the spec
obtained with GDH in a number of experimental conditio
~various conformational states of the protein! and is capable
to describe very well the dynamics of a variety of pheno
ena.

In this study, we have performed different optical expe
ments to study the properties of GDH and to deeply cha
terize its conformational and structural state. This investi
tion was carried out by means of native enzyme fluoresce
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thermal-induced unfolding, and fluorescence quenching p
cesses, utilizing both the analysis of the ‘‘average’’ behav
of GDH and the proposed deconvolution approach.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Enzyme and chemicals

Glutamate dehydrogenase~Lot 9029-12-3, from bovine
liver, EC 1.4.1.3! was purchased from Fluka~Steinheim,
Germany!. Sodium phosphate was obtained from Carlo Er
~Milano!, potassium iodide~99.5%! from Fluka ~Steinheim,
Germany!, and acrylamide~99%! from Sigma.

Before all experiments, the enzyme was purified by
ultrafiltration cell ~Amicon Corp. Lexington, USA! with
membrane YM30, under nitrogen pressure (73105 Pa). The
purification was carried out at 4 °C. The resulting enzym
solution shows anA280/A260 ratio of 1.91@13#.

B. Fluorescence spectroscopy

Fluorescence spectra were recorded by aPerkin Elmer LS
50Bspectrofluorimeter. A xenon lamp was used as the sou
of excitation ~2 nm bandwidth! and the emitted light was
observed at right angles to the excitation radiation. Photo
minescence spectra of control samples, without protein, w
recorded and subtracted from the experimental sample
correct for background interference. All the emission spec
were recorded in 20 mM phosphate buffer,pH 7.2 at room
temperature~20 °C!. The optimal excitation wavelength wa
determined to be 292 nm, after scanning the range betw
250 and 300 nm in a 3-ml cell~1-cm light path!. Concerning
Trp photodegradation during the acquisition time of the sp
tra, we found that intensity losses were negligible or le
than 5% depending on the experimental conditions.

The effect of protein concentration on fluorescence em
sion was also investigated. This was analyzed by monitor
the fluorescence emission parameters, as a function of
enzyme concentration, of GDH~average behavior! but also
of the single emitting contributions (Gj bands! to the total
broadband spectrum.

The deconvolution of the various photoluminescen
spectra by theGj bands was aimed at achieving a hig
quality fitting (x2 criterion!, without imposing any prelimi-
nary constrains. According to this analysis, the three con
butions in the native state resulted in three differe
fluorescing bands with their maxima (lmax j) at 313.5 nm
~most inner band G1), 336.3 nm~inner band G2), and 356.8
nm ~external band G3), respectively. EachGj component
exhibits a peculiar dependence of its parameters, i.e., i
grated intensityAj , linewidth wj , and emission maximum
lmax j , on the enzyme concentration, thermal treatment ti
and quenchers concentration, which provides informat
about the fluorescence dynamics of the various emitting c
tributions.

A very strong red shift of the external bandG3 (lmax 3 up
to 410 nm! was observed, e.g., during the thermal-induc
unfolding experiments. Although the occurrence of such lo
wavelength emission is difficult to understand, the resu
coming from the deconvolution analysis describe very w
7-2
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INTRINSIC FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011907 ~2003!
the denaturation processes, perfectly integrating the assu
tions derived from the investigations of the integrated beh
ior. The broad, red-shifted spectrum exhibited by denatu
GDH is not a particular case but it is a very common feat
of unfolded proteins; hence, we believe that our findin
should have a more general character. In addition, it is
markable that the deconvolution of these luminescence s
tra by three bands~maintaining a reasonable fitting quality!
does not admit other adequate solutions. Any attempt to
these spectra by three Trp-like emitting species~e.g., three
fluorescing species with the restriction 308 nm,lmax j
,354 nm! completely fails, since the problem is not r
soluble with an appropriate broadening of the external ba
Furthermore, the deconvolution by four~or more! bands is
an arbitrary over fitting the curves and does not provide
additional information, while the analysis with two ban
does not result in an adequate fitting quality of the exp
mental spectra.

C. Thermal denaturation

We have characterized the structural changes of the
zyme GDH upon thermal denaturation by means of intrin
fluorescence emission. The 3-ml samples of GDH~0.125 mg/
ml! in phosphate buffer were heated in water baths at 100
for different times ~incubation times!. Aliquots were re-
moved periodically and rapidly cooled to stop the reaction
immersion in an ice-water bath.

The denaturation process was analyzed both by mon
ing the shift of the peak wavelength (lmax) of the emission
spectrum as a function of the treatment time and by the sh
of the three maxima (lmax j) of theGj bands obtained by the
deconvolution, allowing us to study the contributions of t
individual emitting bands to the total red-shifting spectrum

In addition, the GDH unfolding was probed by examinin
the fluorescence intensity at the excitation wavelength~elas-
tic scattering! and the thermal-induced variations of the int
grated fluorescence of the enzyme~calculated as the are
under the emission curves!.

D. Fluorescence quenching studies

The environment of tryptophyl residues of GDH was fu
ther characterized by determining their degree of access
ity to external quenchers, acrylamide, and KI. The effect
I 2 ions @(0 – 0.5)M # and acrylamide@(0 – 0.2)M # on the
emission of GDH was tested both in native and in partia
denatured conditions~1 min at 100 °C! of the enzyme~0.125
mg/ml!.

The initial fluorescenceF0 of the solution~20-mM phos-
phate buffer,pH 7.2! was measured. The enzyme fluore
cence from the tryptophan residues was then quenche
progressive addition of small aliquots of the stock solution
the quenchers to the fluorimetric cuvette and the fluoresce
intensity F was measured again. After correction for filte
effect arising from light absorption by KI and acrylamid
the decrease of fluorescence was analyzed according to
Stern-Volmer and Lehrer equations@4,14–16#.

It is important to mention that information obtained by t
Lehrer equation is barely qualitative, since GDH does
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properly match the initial hypothesis assumed by Lehrer
his original derivation, i.e., the presence of two classes
tryptophans, one accessible and another totally inacces
to the quencher. For this reason, in order to have a m
quantitative interpretation of these experiments, the fluor
cence quenching data were also deconvolved accordin
the procedure previously described. This allowed us to mo
tor the behavior of GDH in the presence of external quen
ers and to evaluate the decrease in fluorescence qua
yield of the individual emitting bands, thus actually descr
ing the mechanism of interaction between the enzyme
the quencher.

E. Statistics

For statistical considerations, the experimental results
the average of five independent measurements. The
shown in the figures throughout the paper are the mean
ues obtained from the experimental data, and the error
indicate the standard deviations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Native state fluorescence

The peak intensityI max, the wavelength of the emissio
maximumlmax, and the integrated emission intensity, cha
acterizing the photoluminescence of GDH, were measure
a function of the excitation wavelengthlexc, from 250 to
300 nm, resulting in a large variation of fluorescence qu
tum yield, with a distinct maximum at 292 nm@Fig. 1~a!#,
but no change in the emission line shape@inset of Fig. 1~a!#.
This suggests that only tryptophyl residues did significan
contribute to the fluorescence emission of GDH@17#. Exci-
tation into higher states has been found to yield less fluo
cence owing to nonradiative decays and quenching proce
by neighboring amino acids. These findings are consis
with the results of previous papers@18#. The 292-nm radia-
tion was chosen as the exciting wavelength in all our exp
ments, in order to work with the maximum quantum yield

The fluorescence spectrum of the native GDH in ph
phate buffer atpH 7.2, upon excitation at 292 nm, exhibits
broadband with a maximum emissionlmax at 340.5 nm.
Such almax value shows that the aromatic residues resp
sible for the fluorescence emission of GDH are located i
rather polar environment. Each chromophore is character
by a particular microenvironment that strongly affects
emission parameters. As a consequence, the protein fluo
cence results from the convolution of fluorescent contrib
tions from individual tryptophan residues, which may va
over a rather wide range@8#. Figure 1~b! illustrates the de-
convolution procedure used in this study: the broad emiss
spectra of GDH is deconvolved by means of three Gaussi
representing, as previously discussed, the most inner (G1),
inner (G2), and external (G3) fluorescing bands.

We have also investigated the dependence of fluoresc
emission on protein concentration. As a general rule, l
protein concentrations are commonly used in all experime
to avoid the formation of linear aggregates. In order to ch
acterize such effects in the case of bovine liver GDH,
7-3
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analyzed both the integrated enzyme photoluminescence~the
average emission! and the threeGj bands as a function o
protein concentration.

As shown in Fig. 2~a! ~continuous line!, a clear change o
slope occurs~at 0.25 mg/ml! in the curve describing the in
tegrated emission of GDH versus protein concentration
the examined range of concentrations, such dependence
be represented by two different linear regions, suggesting
presence of two marked behaviors in the fluorescing proc
This experimental evidence is in agreement with previo
studies on GDH, in which protein concentrations alwa
lower than this value~0.25 mg/ml! were utilized@19,20#. The
lowest molecular weight form of the bovine liver GDH
which is enzymatically active and stable in aqueous solut
consists of a hexamer of identical folded peptide chains e
having a molecular weight of about 56 000@11,21#. The hex-
amer is also the lowest molecular weight form for whi
catalytic activity can be demonstrated. In more detail, as
ported by Fisher@13#, the enzyme is completely in the form
of hexamer, at protein concentrations below 0.1 mg/
whereas, with increasing protein concentration, the hexam
may associate, thus affecting the optical properties of
biological system. In this case, the linear dependence of
fluorescence intensity on the concentration is lost. On
other hand, it is widely recognized that the specific react

FIG. 1. Native GDH~0.125 mg/ml! photoluminescence in phos
phate buffer~20 mM, pH 7.2!: ~a! relative fluorescence quantum
yield ~normalized to the maximum!; integrated emission~calculated
as the area under the curves! vs excitation wavelength; inset, ex
amples of GDH spectra at different excitation wavelengths;~b! de-
convolution analysis of the native state.
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rate of the enzyme is independent of the protein concen
tion and the catalytically active sites themselves are q
unaffected by the possible associations of hexamers@13#.

The photoluminescence characteristics of the integra
GDH ~spectral width and integrated emission! have been
compared with the corresponding variations of theGj com-
ponents of the spectrum. Despite the average analysis w
suggest a sort of ‘‘two-state’’ behavior, at least in the exa
ined range of protein concentrations, a careful interpreta
of deconvolution data demonstrates a more composite
cess, in which the three single contributions are differen
affected by protein-protein interactions.

The variations of the spectral widths with increasing e
zyme concentration are reported in Fig. 2~b!. As shown, ei-
ther the average curve and theGj bands are weakly influ-
enced by the GDH concentration and are virtually constan
the whole range. On the other hand, as displayed in Fig. 2~a!,
theGj emission yields are quite different, due to the possi
enhancement of hexamers association. The two ‘‘out
bands (G2 andG3) show a similar behavior, also comparab
to the average curve, but the increase in the emiss

FIG. 2. Effects of protein concentration on GDH fluorescen
Analysis of the ‘‘average’’ behavior and of deconvolved bands:~a!
integrated emission~divided by 3! and individual bands~arbitrary
units!; ~b! spectral widths of the enzyme and of the three emitt
bands;~c! ratio between the internal (A1) and the external (A2

1A3) bands vs protein concentration.
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efficiency is quite faster than the protein molecule as
whole, especially for the external bandG3 . On the contrary,
the most inner bandG1 shows a completely different trend
resulting almost unaffected by the GDH concentration. S
a discrepancy is evidenced in Fig. 2~c!, where the ‘‘internal’’
emission is directly related to the external contributions. T
analysis unambiguously demonstrates the diverse influe
of the different ranges of protein concentration on the in
vidual fluorescing bands, revealing that a ratio approxima
constant is observed only at concentrations higher than
mg/ml, whereas large variations in the emission yield of
distinct fluorescing bands occur in the first part of the cur

This point deserves further comment. First, the most in
fluorescing bandG1 (lmax at 313.5 nm! increases quite
slowly with increasing enzyme concentration, suggestin
potential fluorescence quenching effect, somewhat due to
hexamers association. This experimental evidence might
to speculations about possible variations in the folding pr
erties of the enzyme, induced by the higher extent of s
units association. Second, the change in the slope of
whole GDH molecule~at 0.25 mg/ml! is essentially caused
by the two external bands (G2 and G3). This process may
disclose the existence of a critical level of hexamers asso
tion that is capable to strongly affect the outer fluoresc
states.

In addition, it is interesting to point out that, despite t
apparent two-state behavior of the average enzyme, the
of the internal emission to the external ones@Fig. 2~c!# re-
veals the occurrence of a more complex trend than a sim
two-state phenomenon.

B. Thermal denaturation

As reported by Fisher@13#, the enzyme has an unusual
high degree of thermal stability relative to that of other d
hydrogenases and to those of most other proteins foun
the liver. We have characterized the structural change
GDH upon thermal denaturation by measuring the chan
of the intrinsic fluorescence spectra. This process may
reversible or irreversible@22#. Thermal treatment affects th
protein structure by exposing hydrophobic residues wh
were otherwise shielded in the core of the protein in its
tive state. The change in the optical response of the enz
may thus be used to monitor the externally induced al
ations on the protein folding leading to the exposure of so
amino-acids residues and to the shielding of others.

Figure 3~a! represents the fluorescence spectra, obtai
upon standard conditions, of GDH subjected to a range
thermal treatment~0–15 min at 100 °C!. As shown, the de-
naturation process evidently results in a red shift oflmax,
followed by a decrease in intensity atlmax and an increase o
linewidth.

The shift of lmax, induced by the thermal treatment
100 °C, is analyzed in Fig. 3~b!. The incubation times rang
from 0 to 15 min. The maximum emission of the tryptoph
residues is slightly red shifted from 340.5 to 344.5 nm. Sin
the fluorescence of tryptophan residues primarily depend
their local environment, this alteration in the emission sp
tra indicates that the aromatic residues buried within the
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drophobic core of the native protein have been expose
the aqueous solvent during unfolding@23#. This indicates
that, after a high-temperature treatment, the structure aro
the chromophores has a more pronounced hydrophilic c
acter than in the native state. However, thelmax values are
weakly affected by such a structural change. The maxim
shift observed~344.5 nm! is slightly smaller than the value
of 352–354 nm, expected for tryptophyl side chains in
completely unfolded polypeptide chain. It may be also s
nificant that, in these experimental conditions, the therm
unfolding of bovine liver GDH appears as a rather grad
process. The red-shift curve steadily increases in the den
ation range, suggesting the occurrence of a more com
trend than a simple two-state transition.

A deeper insight in the denaturation process is obtai
by analyzing the behavior oflmax of theGj bands constitut-
ing the fluorescence spectrum@Fig. 3~c!#. While the average
lmax would suggest a slow but regular denaturation proc
in which the internal tryptophans possibly experience solv
exposure, theGj dependence suggests a more complica
model, where different phenomena may account for prot

FIG. 3. Thermal denaturation:~a! Fluorescence spectra of GDH
subjected to a range of thermal treatment~0–15 min at 100 °C!; ~b!
shift of lmax as a function of the treatment time;~c! deconvolution
analysis, shift oflmax of the three emitting bands and comparis
with the average behavior.
7-5
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POMPA, CINGOLANI, AND RINALDI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011907 ~2003!
unfolding. The two internal bands (lmax 1 andlmax 2) show a
similar behavior, with a red shift occurring only in the fir
6–8 min of the denaturation curves. For longer times, a b
shift trend becomes evident. On the other hand, the exte
band (lmax 3) shows a continuous red-shift behavior. It m
be possible that, during the initial phase of the unfoldi
process, internal tryptophans become more exposed to
solvent, then the thermal-induced conformational chan
cause aggregation processes, which may account for th
version of the spectral shifting. In contrast, the external c
tribution does not seem to be affected by such aggrega
phenomena. This conjecture, however, will be further d
cussed.

The GDH denaturation was also monitored by the relat
intensity of the right angle elastic scattering@Fig. 4~a!#. This
technique provides a qualitative evidence of the molecu
mass increase on protein association@24#. A large enhance-
ment of scattered light was observed after thermal treatm
@Fig. 4~a!# possibly indicating that aggregation has occurr
during such treatment. This association seems to be irrev
ible, as previously reported for GDH after pressure-induc
inactivation @25#. The conformational changes suggest th
protein denaturation partially result in the formation of a
gregates, such behavior indicating that irreversible ther
denaturation is also due to polymolecular processes.
though the elastic scattering curve shows no breaks or
continuities, also in this case a marked variation of the sl
in the region between 6 and 8 min is evident. This clea
indicates the induction of a small temperature-depend
structural transition. On the other hand, Fig. 4~b! shows the

FIG. 4. Thermal denaturation:~a! intensity atlexc ~elastic scat-
tering!; ~b! integrated fluorescence emission~area under the curves!
vs treatment time~native state is 100%!.
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variations of the integrated fluorescence of GDH incubate
100 °C for different times. Such variations are consist
with the current discussion: in the first step of the unfoldi
process~up to 6 min!, Trp residues increase their quantu
yield and thus protein emission, owing to a minor quench
efficiency by neighboring amino acids; then, for long
times, the self-association effect, due to unfolded conform
tion, causes a large decrease in the emission intensity.

In addition, it is interesting to point out that the gradu
and continuous aggregation phenomenon takes place si
taneously with the unfolding process@Fig. 4~a!#. Neverthe-
less, in the final part of the plot, self-association curve w
characterized by a plateau, possibly indicating the existe
of a maximum limit to aggregation caused by thermal de
turation.

C. Fluorescence quenching

The wavelength of maximum fluorescence intensitylmax

is commonly used as an indicator of exposure to water
well correlates with the efficiency of external quenchers@3#.
In this regard, the class of proteins withlmax at about 340
nm is extremely interesting because these are usually q
accessible to external quenchers.

Acrylamide is a polar, uncharged compound that has b
shown to quench the fluorescence of indole derivatives p
dominantly by collisional processes@15#, affecting both the
exposed and masked fluorophores@26#. Interestingly, the
quenching efficiency of tryptophyl residues in proteins
acrylamide is independent of the polarity of their microen
ronment and depends exclusively on the collisional cr
section@27#. On the other hand, the ionic quencher KI sele
tively quenches the emission of exposed Trps@26#. Iodide is
negatively charged and therefore, it is only capable to que
surface tryptophanyl residues.

In all our experiments on GDH, we found that the flu
rescence intensity decreases with increasing quencher
centration with no apparent discontinuity. In all these expe
ments no shift in the emission maxima was observed. T
Stern-Volmer plots are reported in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, for
acrylamide and KI, respectively. As expected, the effect
iodide quenching on GDH is less pronounced in compari
with acrylamide @Figs. 5~b! and 5~a!#. The red emission
maximum of the native protein~340.5 nm! suggests that the
tryptophan residues of GDH are not so buried and inacc
sible to the quencher. For the denatured enzyme, the f
tions of fluorophore available to the quencher are high
indicating that a conformational change has taken place, w
a partial unfolding of the protein. For acrylamide@Fig. 5~a!#,
the Stern-Volmer plots give values for the quenching co
stant Kq of 11.38 and 15.24 M21, for the native and ther-
mally treated enzyme, respectively. On the other hand,
spite the negative charge in the surface of the protein,
ionic quencher KI induces non-negligible quenching effe
@Fig. 5~b!#, with a Kq value of 0.59 M21, for native GDH~in
the thermally treated enzyme, the fit was nonlinear!. The
Stern-Volmer plots provide a sensitive measure of the ex
sure of fluorescent Trp residues. When the protein steric
7-6
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INTRINSIC FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011907 ~2003!
shields a Trp residue from the solvent, this will be reflec
in a reducedKq value.

The modified Stern-Volmer~Lehrer! plots are reported in
Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!. We observe for acrylamide a value o
96% ~1/intercept! for the Trps available to the quencher
the native state, whereas in the thermally treated enzym
tryptophan residues~99%! are found to be accessible. A
expected, the corresponding values for the ionic quenche
are lower. In fact, in this case, we found that only 48% a
61% of the fluorescing species, respectively, for the na
and denatured states, are directly affected by the presen
an external quencher. However, as previously discussed,
latter analysis only provides a qualitative indication abo
the different efficiency of the two quenchers, since the
trapolated results do not correctly represent the physical s

FIG. 5. Fluorescence quenching of GDH by added acrylam
~0–0.20M! and KI ~0–0.5M!: Stern-Volmer plots of acrylamide~a!
and KI ~b!; Lehrer plots of acrylamide~c! and KI ~d!.
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ation of the protein. In addition, the information derived on
from this kind of analysis does not account for the lack
spectral shifting, which can be potentially induced by t
quenching process, particularly if charged molecules (I 2)
are used. In order to properly explain these experiments,
providing a satisfactory description of the interaction proc
between the enzyme and the quencher molecule, we util
also in this circumstance the deconvolution approach~only
for the native state!. This allowed us to independently mon
tor the variations of the fluorescence parameters in the si
Gj bands, therefore recognizing the extent of the interact
of the external quencher with each of them. In Fig. 6, t
decrease in the fluorescence quantum yield of the sin
emitting bands is represented as a function of the quen
concentrations. Interestingly, the deconvolution analysis
vealed that, unlike the emission yields, the single bands
not affected by the quenching mechanism with regard to
position of the threelmax and the values of the spectra
widths, both in the case of acrylamide and KI~data not
shown!. For acrylamide quenching@Fig. 6~a!#, it seems that
the external bands (G2 and G3) are more sensitive to the
quencher action, with respect to the most inner one. In a
tion, in consideration of the experimental trends shown
the single bands, especially for the continuing and dissim
variations in the slope of the external ones, the quench
process appears as a composite phenomenon, in which
concentration of the quencher plays a fundamental role.

e

FIG. 6. Deconvolution analyses of fluorescence quenching p
cesses. The relative contributions of the single emitting bands
the integrated GDH photoluminescence~divided by 3! are repre-
sented with increasing acrylamide~a! and KI ~b! concentrations. In
the insets the ratios between the external bands and the most
one are shown vs acrylamide and KI concentrations.
7-7
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deed, it seems that the different ranges of acrylamide c
centration differently interact with the individual emittin
bands, thus entailing an intricate dependence of the c
sional cross section of the process on the quencher con
tration. On the other hand, if the ratio between external
internal bands is examined@inset of Fig. 6~a!#, no depen-
dence of the efficiency of the average phenomenon on a
lamide concentration is revealed. This experimental evide
may reasonably account for the linear relationship betw
the decrease in fluorescence intensity and the quencher
centration@Fig. 5~a!# and for the lack of any spectral shiftin
in the global spectrum of the enzyme.

Analogous considerations can be made when KI is u
as the external quencher@Fig. 6~b!#. Obviously, in this case
the effectiveness of the quencher action is quite lower t
for acrylamide. In this case, it is possible, however, to not
more regular trend of the quenching mechanism, with
clear variations in the slopes of the experimental curv
Nevertheless, as shown in the inset of Fig. 6~b!, we cannot
detect a strong prevalence of the external bandA3 quench-
ing, as predictable owing to the intrinsic properties of
ionic quencher. This experimental finding is a little surpr
ing and explains the absence of any spectral shifting in G
quenching by KI. It might be possible that, since the flu
rescing contribution of the most inner bandG1 is a very
small fraction~about 3%! of the integrated enzyme emissio
such particularly small deviations in the emission yield we
not correctly detected in our experiments. However, com
rable results were obtained in a previous study@16# and no
spectral shifts were induced by iodide quenching. Althou
such occurrence was not specifically deepened by the
thors, this result still remains rather remarkable, also
cause, as shown in Fig. 6~b!, no differences in the emissio
trend were measurable between the externalG3 and the inner
bandsG2 .

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have characterized several aspects o
enzyme glutamate dehydrogenase by means of intrinsic fl
rescence spectroscopy. Different optical experiments w
performed to investigate its conformational and structu
state. A deeper insight in the fluorescence dynamics was
tained by a deconvolution method of the enzyme photolu
o-

y

m
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nescence spectra into three individual fluorescing bandsGj ,
which adds further information to that available from th
study of the integrated spectrum alone. Our deconvolut
approach resulted in an excellent fitting of all the spec
obtained with GDH in different experimental conditions a
was capable to carefully explain various intricate pheno
ena. In particular, the analysis of theGj bands allowed us to
deeply characterize the dependence of hexamers assoc
on protein concentration, the detailed dynamics of therm
induced unfolding, as well as the absence of spectral shi
the presence of the ionic quencher KI. All these postulatio
were not recognizable by the examination of the aver
protein alone.

Concerning the puzzling results related to the red wa
length of the emission maximumlmax 3 of the external band
G3 , we have shown that no preliminary constrains for t
spectral position of the three maxima (lmax j) have to be
imposed to obtain a suitable fitting quality of the vario
experimental spectra. In fact, in some cases, proteins actu
fluoresce also at such longer wavelengths, though the ph
cal meaning of the red fluorescing bandG3 is yet rather
unclear.

In this study, we have utilized the deconvolution analy
to characterize a specific system~GDH!, but the proposed
methodology is thorough and general, and hence some o
conclusions can also be applied to other biological syste
We have shown that this approach can provide a higher
derstanding of the intrinsic fluorescent signals in a w
range of experimental situations, and thus, beyond the
damental investigation of the structural features of prote
it may be promising for a large class of biological or bi
physical issues. Specifically, we believe in the general ap
cability of the proposed deconvolution method to many ar
of the biomedical research in which intrinsic fluorescen
spectroscopy is routinely used, with the advantage of prov
ing a deeper understanding of the mechanisms underl
some biological processes, such as ligand-receptor inte
tions, owing to a more specific interpretation of the relat
conformational transitions, a possible improvement in
explanation of the complex quenching mechanisms elic
by a variety of physiological processes or a higher charac
ization of fluorescence spectra of different tissues~healthy or
tumorous!.
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